A theoretical treatment is given of the process in which the two photons produced simultaneously in the parametric frequency splitting of light are allowed to interfere. It is shown that, while there is no interference in the usual sense involving quantities that are of the second order in the field, fourth-order interference effects are present. These may be revealed by measuring the joint probability of detecting two photons at two points x,x in the interference plane with photoelectric detectors as a function of the separation x -x . The probabihty exhibits a cosine modulation with x -x', with visibility that can approach 100%, even though the integration time in the experiment may greatly exceed the reciprocal bandwidth of the photons. The interference effect has a nonclassical origin and implies a violation of local realism in the highly correlated two-photon state.
I. INTRODUCTION
It has been known for many years that there exist explicitly quantum-mechanical effects in the interference of light, particularly when the atomic sources are independent and when very small numbers of atoms are involved. ' The effects often show up more readily in quantities that are of the fourth order in the field amplitude than in second-order quantities ' The photons usually have a wide bandwidth, and they appear "simultaneously.
"' ' We calculate the probability of detecting both photons with two detectors in some measurable time interval that is much larger than the reciprocal bandwidth, and we show that the answer becomes effectively independent of the measurement interval. At the same time we show that the probability exhibits a cosine modulation with the separation of the two detectors that can be close to 100%. We point out that this carries implications for the existence of the same kind of nonlocal correlations that were first discussed by Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen, ' and were studied in recent experiments. ' II. THE T%'0-PHOTON STATE In the process of spontaneous parametric down conversion photons from an incident laser beam interact with a nonlinear mehum, and split into two lower-frequency signal and idler photons, that we label 1 and 2 (see Fig. 1 ). We shall take the incident pump light beam to be in the form of an intense monochromatic plane wave i(Q r -coot) that can be treated classically, and describe the interaction within the nonlinear medium parametrically through the second-order susceptibility X. Then the interaction Ht(t) in the interaction picture is of the general form ' ' ' Ht(t)= f d x i g g Xit(tao, cat, cap)(eg. . . )t(sf~)i Via i, , a g, e ' ' ' ' +H.c. Hence the two-photon wave packet represented by ( ttt) is peaked at ri and r2 at time to Nat.urally, in performing an interference experiment one would strive to make both photons arrive at the same locality at the same time.
GI. THE PHOTON-DETECTION PROBABILITY
We now calculate the probabihty of detecting a photon out of the superposed signal and idler waves at some point r at time t. This probability P(r, t) is given by the expectation value of V (r, t) V(r, t), where V(r, t} is the detection operator in the Heisenberg picture, which we take to be defined by Eq. (9). Thus P(r, t)=E(itti Vt(r t) V(r, t) i f) k', s' k",s" iI'{k"-k') r-(e"-op')t) &&k's" &k"s "e where E is a proportionality factor. In order to evaluate the matrix element we make use of Eq. (5) Fig. 2 ). Then the joint probability P2(r, t;r', t') of detecting one photon at r at time t and another at r' at time t' is expressible in the farm P2(r, t;r', t') =E((I(g~V g (r, t) V (r', t') VJ(r', t') Vg(r. , t)~gtg) =E gg g g (/~uk, ak;ak-, -ak-;-~f )(ek, );{@, ), . (ek-,-)t(ek-, -); »nally, we integrate P2(r, t;r', t') over the tinm interval T for which the measurement proceeds, which we shall take to be much longer than the reciprocal bandwidth 1/hcI). Then the measured probability becomes, with it =k/k, t( +T/2 (rPrt')=co tX ttrf f P, (r t;r', t')dtdt Fig. 2 ).
We note immediately that the probabihty is independent of the integration time T, as one would expect, provided T is long enough to detect the localized photons. Moreover, the interference terms have not integrated to zero, despite the fact that we have taken the measurement time T to be much longer than the coherence time I/hp). Because of the symmetry of (}}(p)), p)2) under the exchange co)~~u2, the second interference term in Eq. (17) is just the complex conjugate of the first.
Let us examine the interference pattern in more detail. In practice one would like r) and r2 to coincide with rp.
However, (co2 -p)) )/c is bounded by the reciprocal coherence length of each photon, so that even in the worst case the exponential factor. If the points r, r', rp all lie in a plane perpendicular to the vector «)+«2 characterizing the direction of the incident light, then from Fig. 2 we have, since
Now two light waves of wavelength 2A, p or frequency cop/2 traveling in the dire:tions «),«i, which are inclined to each other at some small angle 58, give rise to interference fringes with spacing S =2g/58=~~c/~o58 . (19) If the frequency density function (})(io), p)2} has each frequency centered on p)o/2, and we 
The factor exp[i (p)'x -ip"x'}58/c] represents an effective spread in phase difference between the field at r, r'. We can interpret its significance by introducing the twodimensional Fourier transform F(~),~2)= f f dp)'da "(p)p/2+a') (~p/2+i') 
where f(~), r2) is the normalized correlation function f(ri, r2) =F(~i,r2)/F(0, 0), (23) and Cx is the pllase of E (Ti, 'r2 The vanishing of Pz(r, r') for two photons at widely separated points r, r' confronts us with another example of quantum-mechanical nonlocality, for the outcome of a photoelectric measurement at r appears to be influenced by where we have chosen to place the r' detector. At certain positions r' we can never hope to get a count at r when there is a count at r', whereas at other positions r' it is possible. This conclusion is related to the fact that in quantum mechanics we cannot associate an objective physical reality with the two photons that is independent of the measurement we choose to make. The phenomenon involves the same violation of local realism that was recently tested in the experiments of Aspect and his collaborators, ' ' and was first discussed by Einstein, Podolqky, and Rosen. ' %"e conclude that two photons produced in the process of spontaneous parametric down-conversion should exhibit interference effects, despite the fact that the phase of each interfering component is undefined and the measurement or integration time greatly exceeds the coherence time. These are clearly nonclassical interference effects.
X, N' g(a) o/4mhco .
In other words, the number of fringes separating r from ro and r' from ro must be much less than the reciprocal of 2m times the relative bandwidth.
This is easy to satisfy
